
Rubric for Data-Seating Chart Badge 
 

Completed Formative Classroom Chart Tool 

Competency Absent Developing Acceptable Mastery 

Complete (2) observations 
using the WELS Formative 
Supervision Classroom 
Chart Tool to record data/ 
evidence on students’ 
engagement and 
understanding. 

 

No 
Opportunity 
to evaluate. 

 

The recorded data loosely 
focuses on evidence of 
students’ understandings 
and learning, while 
infrequently applying 
characteristics of good 
evidence.  

The recorded data contains 
symbols or letters to capture 
common or repetitive classroom 
practices and movements. 
Specific observational foci are 
evident, “look fors.” Evidence is 
void of common effects of most 
observer bias. 

The recorded data contains specific 
objective evidence of students’ 
understanding and learning and includes 
an observational focus for each completed 
tool. In addition, the completed scripting-
tool data is void of common observer 
biases. In addition, it shows the use of 
shorthand strategies for recording 
evidence. 

Sort evidence/data that is 
aligned with the observation 
focus.   

 

No 
Opportunity 
to evaluate. 

 

Some of the scripted data 
from the charting tool is 
sorted and categorized.  

Each completed charting tool 
data is sorted and aligned with 
the observation focus.   

Each completed scripting-tool data is 
sorted and aligned with the observation 
focus. In addition, it shows the use of 
coding strategies for sorting evidence. 

Distinguish between 
evidence and interpretation 
using an info-graphic that 
includes examples of each. 

No 
Opportunity 
to evaluate. 

 

In the infographic, the 
observer’s distinguishment 
of evidence does not fully 
differentiate from 
interpretation. 

The infographic is legible 
and fits on an 8 ½ x 11 
sheet of paper. 

In the infographic, the observer 
distinguishes multiple points of 
contrast between evidence and 
interpretation.  An example of 
both evidence and interpretation 
are provided. 

The infographic is legible and fits 
on an 8 ½ x 11 sheet of paper. 

In the infographic, the observer 
thoroughly distinguishes between 
evidence and interpretation, which 
includes a caption explanation. An 
example of evidence and interpretation 
are provided. 

The infographic is legible, well designed, 
and fits on an 8 ½ x 11 sheet of paper. 

 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FXDIo7rVvTwtL-cKQbCgT8vfQKqXoUjRiMUTZBPyk_U/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FXDIo7rVvTwtL-cKQbCgT8vfQKqXoUjRiMUTZBPyk_U/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FXDIo7rVvTwtL-cKQbCgT8vfQKqXoUjRiMUTZBPyk_U/copy

